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Review   

Basar   B'chalav   -   Mock   Test   
Questions   taken   from   an   actual   Basar   B’chalav   Smicha   Test   

  
Note   on   how   to   answer   questions:    The   more   information   provided   the   better.   Use   the   question   as   a   
springboard   to   discuss   everything   about   that   particular   case.   Bring   all   possibilities,   opinions   and   reasons.   
Do   not   simply   answer   the   exact   question   asked.    
  
  

1. What   is   bb”c   (basar   b’chalav)    mideoraisa ?   

2. Does   kosher   meat   in   non-kosher   milk   have   the   laws   of    chana"n ?   

3. Is   there    mar'is   ayin    by    issurim   derabanan ?   Where   do   we   bring   proofs   from   that   there   is?   

4. When   are   we   more   concerned   for    mar’is   ayin,    by   cooking   or   by   eating?   

5. Summarise   the   Shach’s   opinion   regarding   eggs   found   inside   a   chicken,    lechatchilah,   bedieved,   

b’hefsed   merubah    etc?   

6. Why   must   we   wait   six   hours   between   meat   and   milk?   When   do   we   start   waiting,   from   the   

beginning   of   the   meal   or   the   end?   

7. Is   six   hours   enough   or   do   we   also   need   to   bentch?   

8. May   we   do    neitzah    on   a   fleishig   knife   and   then   use   it   to   cut   bread   to   be   eaten   with   cheese?   

9. A   vessel   that   hot   issur   was   placed   inside,   may   we   place    yavesh   cham    heter   in   it?   What   about   

tzoinen   lach ?     

10. If   hot   meat   fell   into   cold   milk,   what   is   the    din ?   

11. When   do   we   say    maliach   keroiteach    even   after    hadachah ?   

12. When   only   one   is   salted,   by   bb”c,   is   there   a   difference   which   one   it   is   (the   meat   or   the   milk)?   

13. If   cold   raw   meat   falls   into   milk,   what’s   the    din ?   What   if   it’s   cold,   but   it   was   roasted   already?   

14. Describe   the   machlokes   Rashi   and   Ri?   How   does   the   Taz   explain   Rashi,   and   how   does   he   

rule?     

15. How   do   the   Shach   and   Taz   explain   the   Rama?     

16. What   is   the   din   of   the   pot   when   a   drop   of   milk   falls   onto   it   opposite   the   liquid?   

17. What   if   it   falls   above   the   liquid?   

18. What   is   the   din   when   a   droplet   falls   on   the   lid?   

19. What   is   the   machlokes   regarding    chana”n ?   When   is   everyone   lenient?   Why?     

20. What   is   the   status   of   a   ladle   inserted   into   a    kli   rishon?     
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21. How   is   it   possible   that    kevishah    (soaking)   will   make   something   assur   before   24   hours?     

22. How   much   does    irui   mikli   rishon    make   assur?     

23. What   is    cham   miktzosoi   cham   kuloi ?   Do   we   hold   of   it?   

24. If   a   milk   ladle   was   inserted   many   times   into   a   meat   pot,   how   many   times   60   do   we   need?   

25. Why   is   it   okay    bedieved    to   cook   meat   or   milk   in   the   pot   that   a   meat   and   milk   ladle   were   

inserted   into?   

26. A   pot   that   had   bb”c   cooked   inside,   will   water   that   is   then   heated   up   inside   it   restart   the   

twenty   four   hours?   

27. Summarise   the   laws   of    na”t   bar   na”t    according   to   the   Mechaber   and   Rama?   

28. Lechatchilah ,   may   we   do    hagalah    on   meat   and   milk   vessels   together?    Bedieved ?   

29. What   is   the    din    when   water   is   poured   on   milk   and   meat   vessels   at   the   same   time?   

30. Is   there   a    nafka   mina    between    chiltis    and   other   sharp   foods?   
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